Hello, faculty,

I hope you are managing to squeeze something like a break into your summer, even if travel is limited.

We are back this month with a new issue of the Grant Opportunities Newsletter. For our Featured Funder, we get into one of the more scandalous stories we’ve covered—J.P. Getty, of the Getty Foundation and Getty Oil. There’s kidnapping, blackmail, and a severed ear (and not Van Gogh’s.) For our Sage Advice column, we are continuing our focus on the services our team can provide you with the question, “What Can Institutional Funding Do for You?”

We have a few news stories, including two about the new head of the NSF, who is apparently the last optimistic man in America, if you believe the article.

After that, be sure to check out upcoming grant opportunities. There are a lot highlighted this month that are coming up in November and December. For our humanists and social scientists, take a look at the application for the “Woodrow Wilson* National Fellowship Foundation Mellon Emerging Faculty Leaders Award,” for faculty who have passed their third-year review.

Internal grant deadlines have yet to be announced for the forthcoming year, but we will let you know when that information becomes available. As always, if you need assistance finding grants or beginning an application, please feel free to email any of the members of the Institutional Funding and Sponsored Research team.

Liane Carlson  
212-870-2524  
lcarlson@barnard.edu  
On Twitter @BarnardIFSR

*Name change pending.
Featured Funder

The Getty Foundation

Anyone wealthy enough to start a foundation is bound to have a somewhat interesting life story, but their stories are rarely as cinematic as Jean Paul Getty’s, the founder of The Getty Foundation and the subject of today’s Featured Funder. Getty was born in Minnesota in 1892 to pious, teetotaler parents. When he was 10, his father bought the mineral rights to 1,100 acres of land in Oklahoma. The land had oil and within a few years, the family had grown rich from the 100,000 barrels of crude oil their wells produced per month. The young Getty took advantage of his family’s wealth to pursue education in the most elite institutions of Europe. A polyglot, he learned French, German, Italian fluently and became conversationally proficient in Spanish, Greek, Arabic and Russian.

Arabic would prove helpful as he entered the family oil business and expanded into the Middle East, but not as helpful as the $10,000 his father gave him upon graduation to expand the family’s holdings in Oklahoma. He struck oil almost immediately and within a year was a millionaire. Success followed success, and wife followed wife for Getty (each new one staying the same age, as he grew older).

Getty might have just been remembered as another millionaire with a weakness for young wives, if it hadn’t been for a scandal that struck in 1973, when he was 80. Kidnappers contacted the family, claiming they had Getty’s footloose teenaged grandson, John Getty III and asking for $17 million. Getty was half-convinced that the whole affair was a hoax designed by his grandson to con money out of the family and had grown notoriously tight-fisted besides, so he refused. The kidnappers countered by mailing John Getty III’s ear to the family. Reluctantly, Getty agreed to ransom, but refused to pay more than $2.2 million—the maximum amount that was tax deductible. He lent the remaining $800k to his son at 4% interest. The kidnappers returned John Getty III, drunk and suffering from a raging infection.

Three years later J.P. Getty died and left 1.2 billion dollars to the Getty Trust. Today the Getty Trust operates the Getty Museum, the Getty Research Institute, and the Getty Conservation Institute, all in Los Angeles. The Getty Research Institute offers a range of fellowships and grants for scholars of all disciplines interested in art or the holdings of the Getty.

Postdoctoral Fellowships “are intended for emerging scholars [who received their degrees after September 1, 2016] to complete work on projects related to the Getty Research Institute’s annual research theme. Recipients are in residence at the Getty Research Institute or Getty Villa, where they pursue research projects, complete their dissertations, or expand dissertation for publication. Funding: $35,000. Deadline: October 1, 2020

Getty-ACLS Postdoctoral Fellowships are run by the ACLS, but funded by Getty. “These fellowships are intended to provide early career scholars from around the world with time to undertake research and/or writing for projects that will make substantial and original contributions to the understanding of art and its history.” Funding: $60,000 Deadline: October 28, 2020

GRI-NEH Postdoctoral Fellowship is “made possible through a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH).” Funding: $45,000 for nine months. Deadline: October 1, 2020.

Getty Scholar Grants are available to “established scholars, or writers who have attained distinction in their fields. Recipients are in residence at the Getty Research Institute or Getty Villa, where they pursue their own projects free from academic obligations, make use of Getty collections...and participate in the intellectual life of the Getty.” Funding: $65,000. Deadline: October 1, 2020.
What Can Institutional Funding Do for You?

We talked in June about all the services our Sponsored Research team can offer, from copyediting, to prospect research, to budget building, to submission help. This month, I want to talk about Institutional Funding, the other half of our team. If Sponsored Research helps with individual research grants, Institutional Funding is there for the curricular and co-curricular projects that span multiple faculty, departments, and centers, often involving faculty-staff collaboration. Nearly every big Barnard program you can think of, like the Summer Research Institute or Barnard Engages, involved the Institutional Funding team at some point. To give you a sense of the sorts of projects we support, in the past year we have worked on grants for the following projects:

- Programs in support of STEM students, such as [SP], the Beckman Scholars Program, the Clare Boothe Luce Scholars Program, and the Con Edison Scholars.
- CORE USA, a program to reform the traditional economics curriculum in collaboration between Barnard economists and their UK colleagues, who originated the program
- Support for HEO students (Higher Education Opportunity Program [HEOP], A New York State program for “economically and educationally disadvantaged” students entering college.”)
- Laptops for students sent home because of COVID-19 who lacked resources of their own
- Grants for the Digital Humanities Center, Center for Engaged Pedagogy, and the Athena Center
- All of the CARES Act funding

As you can see, there is a huge range of programs here, so let’s talk about questions you might have.

How does Institutional Funding decide which projects to work on?

Institutional projects are generated by faculty, staff, or some combination thereof in response to College needs and priorities, and in conversation with the Provost. Usually, faculty or staff approach us with something they would like to find funding for, or maybe even a foundation or grant program that they have identified as a promising lead. If we know that you are looking, we can send opportunities. We are there to help develop and support projects you are already interested in pursuing.

Where do you find funding for a big institutional initiative?

Most of our work involves foundations, especially when it comes to faculty projects. We also help with applications to federal programs, like the NEH, and occasionally we work with corporations (though corporations are often better suited to working with Beyond Barnard to help place students in internships and jobs.) We tend not to work with individual donors.

What can Institutional Funding do to help me?

All sorts of things! You have to bring the scholarly substance, but other than that, we can:

- Find funding prospects and make connections with other potential partners within the College
- Edit or even draft a proposal
- Help with the budget
- Help you strategize about approaching program officers, or even sit in on phone calls with them
- Survey the secondary literature on topics like pedagogy
- Help with reporting

Don’t worry if you’re still not sure whether your project belongs to Sponsored Research or Institutional Funding. We all work together, so if you email any of us, we’ll figure out where it belongs.
FROM THE NSF

New Director Takes the Helm at National Science Foundation
By NSF Staff, Posted on June 23, 2020

“Following in the footsteps of many great science and engineering leaders before him, Sethuraman Panchanathan has been officially appointed and begins work today as the National Science Foundation's 15th director, sharing his vision for his six-year term and promising a continued push for inclusiveness in science and engineering.”  <<more>>

FROM THE NIH

A call for stimulating diversity in brain research
Posted on July 10, 2020 by NIH staff.

“Neuroscience is one of the fastest growing fields and demonstrates the impact that our large scientific community could make in prioritizing equity and inclusion throughout science. A new editorial in Neuron discusses strategies at multiple levels where opportunities and interventions could be implemented to enhance neuroscience workforce diversity and provides an overview of programs at the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS), part of the National Institutes of Health, that seek to address this issue.

“The number of researchers from underrepresented groups decreases along the academic career pathway. NINDS support is available for these researchers at career transitional points, where barriers are often present. This support is not only in the form of research grants, but also in networking opportunities and mentorship programs.”  <<more>>

Experimental COVID-19 vaccine safe, generates immune response
Posted by NIH Staff on July 14, 2020.

“An investigational vaccine, mRNA-1273, designed to protect against SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), was generally well tolerated and prompted neutralizing antibody activity in healthy adults, according to interim results published online today in The New England Journal of Medicine. The ongoing Phase 1 trial is supported by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), part of the National Institutes of Health. The experimental vaccine is being co-developed by researchers at NIAID and at Moderna, Inc. of Cambridge, Massachusetts. Manufactured by Moderna, mRNA-1273 is designed to induce neutralizing antibodies directed at a portion of the coronavirus “spike” protein, which the virus uses to bind to and enter human cells.”  <<more>>

NIH researchers generate complete human X chromosome sequence
Posted by NIH Staff on July 14, 2020.

“Researchers at the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI), part of the National Institutes of Health, have produced the first end-to-end DNA sequence of a human chromosome. The results, published today in Nature, show that generating a precise, base-by-base sequence of a human chromosome is now possible, and will enable researchers to produce a complete sequence of the human genome.”  <<more>>

FROM OTHER SOURCES

An optimist takes the helm at the National Science Foundation

“The new director of the National Science Foundation (NSF), Sethuraman “Panch” Panchanathan, is familiar with the dark clouds over
the agency. His boss, President Donald Trump, keeps proposing big cuts to NSF’s budget. Two recent executive orders on immigration make it harder for foreign scientists—who make up a sizeable share of the U.S. research enterprise—to enter the country. In Congress, Democrats and Republicans alike have lambasted NSF and other research agencies for not doing more to stop the Chinese government from stealing federally funded technology. New cases of sexual harassment within the academic research community that NSF funds seem to pop up weekly, and the growing national debate over racial inequities has highlighted the chronic underrepresentation of minorities and women in science.

But those problems are no match for his relentless optimism, expressed in his first public interview since taking office on 23 June. Speaking remotely with Science last week in advance of his move to the Washington, D.C., area, the Indian-born computer scientist was unabashedly upbeat about the future of U.S. academic research—where he has spent most of his career—and about NSF’s role in supporting that community.”

CDC workers protest racism at agency
From AAAS Science Magazine by Meredith Waldman. Posted on July 15, 2020

“More than 1200 employees of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have written its director, Robert Redfield, protesting a “toxic culture of exclusion and racial discrimination” at the 11,000-employee public health agency and demanding immediate action.”

Misconduct Allegations push psychology hero off his pedestal
From AAAS Science Magazine by Cathleen O’Grady. Posted on July 15, 2020

“One of Anthony Pelosi’s most ambitious projects was on the back burner for more than 2 decades. In the early 1990s, Pelosi, a psychiatrist at Priory Hospital Glasgow, published two extensive critiques of the work of Hans Eysenck, a giant of 20th century psychology. Eysenck’s papers contained questionable data and results so dramatic they beggared belief, Pelosi concluded. His critiques, and those by several others, were widely discussed in the field, but never led to formal investigations. Buried by the demands of clinical practice, research, and a young family, Pelosi never found the time to continue his effort. No one, he says, “picked up the baton.”

More than a quarter-century later, Eysenck, who was celebrated for his theories of personality and individual differences, is finally falling from his pedestal. Last week, the International Journal of Social Psychiatry and the Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine issued expressions of concern for seven of his papers. Other journals have issued 64 such statements, as well as 14 retractions, over the past 6 months.”

Grant Opportunities

**Special Covid-19 opportunities**

Russell Sage Foundation
Deadline: August 5, 2020
Research on the Covid-19 pandemic and the resulting recession in the U.S. Specifically, research that assesses the social, political, economic, and psychological causes and consequences of the pandemic, especially its effects on marginalized individuals and groups and on trust in government and other institutions. Our priorities do not include analyses of health outcomes or health behavior.

Russell Sage Foundation
Deadline: August 5, 2020
Research focused on systemic racial inequality and/or the recent mass protests in the U.S. Specifically, research that investigates the prevalence of racial disparities in policing and
criminal justice and their social, political, economic, and psychological causes and consequences; the effects of the current social protest movement and mass mobilization against systemic discrimination; the nature of public attitudes and public policies regarding policing, criminal justice, and social welfare; and the effects of those attitudes in the current political environment. <<more>>

Merck
Research Grant for Pandemic Preparedness
Deadline: August 31, 2020
The threat from newly emerging viral infections is one of the top global challenges for humanity. The recent COVID-19 pandemic shows that pandemic preparedness and having the right products and technology to fight infectious diseases with epidemic and pandemic potential is of utmost importance. It is required to act quickly to limit further substantial damages to society, economy and ecology. Project proposals will be considered that leverage modern technologies to create new breakthrough solutions to be more prepared for pandemic outbreaks or work towards existing solutions that could help to fight emerging viral infections.” <<more>>

NIH
Clinical Trial Planning: Therapeutic/Indication Pairing Strategies
Deadline: October 16, 2020
“The purpose of this FOA is to support clinical trial planning for studies that will evaluate a therapeutic/indication pair for drug repurposing. The repurposing hypothesis should be generated using a developed method that is publicly available. Examples include independent crowdsourcing strategies, or use of computational algorithms. The clinical trial planning phase is to allow time and support for the complete planning, design, and preparation of all the documents and development of other essential elements necessary to enhance the probability of being able to achieve enrollment goals and determine a definitive outcome for Phase I and Phase II clinical trials for a new therapeutic use. It is intended that results obtained from this FOA could lead to subsequent implementation of clinical trials. It is expected that all assets investigated will have completed a Phase I trial by the time an award is made under this FOA. This initiative will support a planning period for a new hypothesis-driven and milestone-defined Phase I (if necessary) and/or planning for a Phase II clinical trial for a new therapeutic use. Funds provided by NCATS may only be used to support planning of phase III clinical trial activities, but not the phase III trial itself except in the case of a rare disease or condition that meets certain criteria.” <<more>>

NSF
Rapid Grants
Deadline: Rolling
“In light of the emergence and spread of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in the United States and abroad, the National Science Foundation (NSF) is accepting proposals to conduct non-medical, non-clinical-care research that can be used immediately to explore how to model and understand the spread of COVID-19, to inform and educate about the science of virus transmission and prevention, and to encourage the development of processes and actions to address this global challenge.” <<more>>

NSF
Rapid Grants: Provisioning Advanced Cyberinfrastructure to Further COVID-19 Research
Deadline: Rolling
“Through this DCL, the Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (OAC) within the Directorate for Computer and Information Science and Engineering is inviting RAPID proposals and supplemental funding requests to existing awards that address COVID-19 challenges through data and/or software infrastructure development activities. Such activities would be funded by the Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering (CDS&E) program or
the Cyberinfrastructure for Sustained Scientific Innovation (CSSI) program.” <<more>>

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation COVID-19 Therapeutics Accelerator
Deadline: Rolling
“The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Wellcome, and Mastercard today committed up to $125 million in seed funding to speed-up the response to the COVID-19 epidemic by identifying, assessing, developing, and scaling-up treatments. The partners are committed to equitable access, including making products available and affordable in low-resource settings. The COVID-19 Therapeutics Accelerator will play a catalytic role by accelerating and evaluating new and repurposed drugs and biologics to treat patients with COVID-19 in the immediate term, and other viral pathogens in the longer-term. Currently there are no broad-spectrum antivirals or immunotherapies available for the fight against emerging pathogens, and none approved for use on COVID-19.” <<more>>

American Academy in Rome
Rome Prize
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“For over a century, the American Academy in Rome has awarded the Rome Prize to support innovative and cross-disciplinary work in the arts and humanities. Each year, the prize is awarded to about thirty artists and scholars who represent the highest standard of excellence and who are in the early or middle stages of their careers.” <<more>>

Gladstone’s Library
Wales Residential Scholarships
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“Gladstone’s Library is indebted to the generosity of many benefactors who have endowed our Scholarship programme. These scholarships are primarily to enable those who would find the cost of staying at Gladstone’s Library difficult or prohibitive. If you have received a scholarship within the last three years, you will not be considered for another award. The scholarships have been given by the benefactors to ensure that research into the subjects important to them will be supported by the Library in perpetuity.” <<more>>

Fahs-Beck Fund Research and Experimentation Grant Program
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“Grants of up to $20,000 are available to help support the research of faculty members or post-doctoral researchers affiliated with non-profit human service organizations in the United States and Canada. Areas of interest to the Fund are: studies to develop, refine, evaluate, or disseminate innovative interventions designed to prevent or ameliorate major social, psychological, behavioral or public health problems affecting children, adults, couples, families, or communities, or studies that have the potential for adding significantly to knowledge about such problems.” <<more>>

General Interests and Cross-Disciplinary

Institute for Research in the Humanities at University of Wisconsin Maddison
Solmsen Post-Doctoral Fellowships
Deadline: October 29, 2020
“The Institute for Research in the Humanities at the University of Wisconsin-Madison is pleased to offer four Solmsen Fellowships for the academic year 2021-2022, to be awarded to scholars from outside the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Through a generous bequest from Friedrich and Lieselotte Solmsen, the Solmsen Fellowships sponsor scholars working in the humanities on European history, literature, philosophy, politics, religion, art and culture in the classical, medieval, and/or early modern periods before 1700. Projects on the relationship of pre-1700 Europe to other parts of the world are also welcome.” <<more>>

Return to table of contents
Newberry Library
Long-Term Fellowships
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“Long-Term Fellowships are intended to support individual scholarly research and promote serious intellectual exchange through active participation in the Newberry’s scholarly activities, including Fellows’ Seminars and Weekly Colloquium.” <<more>>

George A. And Eliza Gardner Howard Foundation at Brown University
Fellowships
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The George A. and Eliza Gardner Howard Foundation is an independent foundation administered at Brown University. It awards a limited number of fellowships each year for independent projects in selected fields, targeting its support specifically to early mid-career individuals, those who have achieved recognition for at least one major project. Our support is particularly intended to augment paid sabbatical leaves. A total of nine fellowships of $35,000 will be awarded in April 2021 for 2021-2022 in the fields of: Creative Nonfiction and History” <<more>>

American Association of University Women
Postdoctoral Research Leave Fellowship
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“AAUW’s Postdoctoral Research Leave Fellowships are part of the American Fellowships program, which provides fellowships for women pursuing full-time study to complete dissertations, conducting postdoctoral research full time or preparing research for publication for eight consecutive weeks. Short-Term Research Publication Grants provide support to scholars who are preparing research manuscripts for publication.” <<more>>

The Huntington Library
Fellowships
Deadline: November 16, 2020
“The Huntington Library awards over 150 research fellowships annually. Recipients of all fellowships are expected to be in continuous residence at The Huntington and to participate in, and make a contribution to, its intellectual life.” <<more>>

Fritz Thyssen Foundation
Conference Grants
Deadline: November 30, 2020
“The Fritz Thyssen Foundation supports scholarly events, in particular national and international conferences with the aim of facilitating the discussion and analysis of specific scholarly questions as well as fostering cooperation and networking of scholars working in the same field or on interdisciplinary topics. An application can be filed in the following areas of support: History, Language & Culture, The interdisciplinary field “Image–Sound–Language”, State, Economy and Society and Medicine and the Natural Sciences” <<more>>

American Philosophical Society
Franklin Research Grants
Deadline: December 1, 2020
“The Franklin program is particularly designed to help meet the costs of travel to libraries and archives for research purposes; the purchase of microfilm, photocopies, or equivalent research materials; the costs associated with fieldwork; or laboratory research expenses.” <<more>>
National Endowment for the Humanities
Scholarly Editions and Translations Grants
Deadline: December 2, 2020
“The Scholarly Editions and Scholarly Translations program makes awards to organizations to support the preparation of editions and translations of pre-existing texts of value to the humanities that are currently inaccessible or available only in inadequate editions or translations. Textual editing and translation are vital endeavors for the humanities, providing the very foundations for research and teaching. Typically, the texts and documents are significant literary, philosophical, and historical materials, but other types of work, such as musical notation, may also be the subject of an edition.” <<<more>>>

Joyce Foundation
Grants
Deadline: December 4, 2020
“Issues of equity are at the core of our mission to improve quality of life, promote safe and healthy communities, and build a just society in the Great Lakes region. We focus specifically on advancing racial equity and economic mobility for the next generation in the Great Lakes region. We concentrate on initiatives that promise to have an impact across the region and/or within the states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin.” <<<more>>>

Columbia University School of Journalism
Anthony Lukas Prize Project Awards
Deadline: December 9, 2020
“The J. Anthony Lukas Book Prize, in the amount of $10,000, is given annually to a book-length work of narrative nonfiction on a topic of American political or social concern that exemplifies the literary grace, commitment to serious research, and original reporting, that characterized the distinguished work of the award's namesake.” <<<more>>>

Newberry Library
Short-Term Fellowship
Deadline: December 15, 2020
“Short-Term Fellowships provide opportunities for individuals who have a specific need for the Newberry’s collection. Postdoctoral scholars, PhD candidates, and scholars with terminal degrees who live and work outside of the Chicago metropolitan area are eligible. For exceptions to these restrictions, please read the individual fellowship descriptions listed below.” <<<more>>>

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum
Ernest Hemingway Research Grants
Grants: November 1, 2020
“The John F. Kennedy Library Foundation provides funds to scholars and students interested in researching the Ernest Hemingway Collection. Grant applications are evaluated on the basis of expected utilization of the Collection, the proposed project’s contributions to Hemingway and/or related studies, and the applicant’s qualifications.” <<<more>>>

American Academy in Rome
Rome Prize
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“For over a century, the American Academy in Rome has awarded the Rome Prize to support innovative and cross-disciplinary work in the arts and humanities. Each year, the prize is awarded to about thirty artists and scholars who represent the highest standard of excellence and who are in the early or middle stages of their careers.” <<<more>>>

Harvard University
Loeb Classical Library Foundation Fellowship
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The Loeb Classical Library Foundation awards fellowships to qualified scholars to support research, publication, and other projects in the area of classical studies. Fellowships will normally range from $1,000 to $35,000. Fellowships may be used for a wide variety of purposes. Examples include publication of
research, enhancement of sabbaticals, travel to libraries or collections, dramatic productions, excavation expenses, or cost of research materials.”

Library Company of Philadelphia
NEH Post-Doctoral Fellowship
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“National Endowment for the Humanities Post-Doctoral Fellowships support research in residence at the Library Company on any subject relevant to its collections, which are capable of supporting research in a variety of fields and disciplines relating to the history of America and the Atlantic world form the 17th through the 19th centuries. NEH Fellowships are for individuals who have completed their formal professional training.”

The Jefferson Monticello
Short Term Fellowships
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“Short-term fellowships are awarded for one or more months, and open to academics from any country, subject to selection by committee. Successful applicants will be working on Jefferson-related projects. Priority is given to Jefferson-related projects using the Digital Archeological Archive of Comparative Slavery or Getting Word.”

School for Advanced Research
Resident Scholar Fellowship
Deadline: November 2, 2020
“Resident scholar fellowships are awarded annually by the School for Advanced Research (SAR) to up to six scholars who have completed their research and who need time to prepare manuscripts or dissertations on topics important to the understanding of humankind. Resident scholars may approach their research from the perspective of anthropology or from related fields such as history and sociology. Scholars from the humanities and social sciences are encouraged to apply.”

Society for Classical Studies
Thesaurus Linguae Latinae Fellowship
Deadline: November 8, 2020
“The Society for Classical Studies invites applications for a one-year Fellowship, tenable from July 2021 through June 2022, will allow an American scholar to conduct lexicographical research at the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae (TLL) Institute in Munich. Fellows at the TLL develop a broadened perspective of the range and complexity of the Latin language and culture from the classical period through the early Middle Ages, contribute signed articles to the Thesaurus, have the opportunity to participate in a collaborative international research project in a collegial environment, and work with senior scholars in the field of Latin lexicography.”

American Institute of Indian Studies
Research & Senior Scholarly/Professional Development Fellowships
Deadline: November 15, 2020
“Senior Research Fellowships are available to scholars with a PhD or its equivalent. These grants are designed to enable scholars who specialize in South Asia to pursue further research in India and to establish formal affiliation with an Indian institution. Senior Scholarly/Professional Development Fellowships are available both to established scholars who have not previously specialized in Indian studies and to established professionals who have not previously worked or studied in India.”

The Huntington Library
Fellowships
Deadline: November 16, 2020
“The Huntington Library awards over 150 research fellowships annually. Recipients of all fellowships are expected to be in continuous residence at The Huntington and to participate in, and make a contribution to, its intellectual life.”

NYU Institute for the Study of the Ancient World
Visiting Scholar Research Program
Deadline: November 20, 2020
“The Institute for the Study of the Ancient World
Grants and Fellowship Opportunities (cont’d)

(ISAW) is a center for advanced scholarly research and graduate education, which aims to encourage particularly the study of the economic, religious, political and cultural connections between ancient civilizations. In an effort to embrace a truly inclusive geographical scope while maintaining continuity and coherence, the Institute focuses on the shared and overlapping periods in the development of cultures and civilizations around the Mediterranean basin, and across central Asia to the Pacific Ocean.” <<more>>

The Gerda Henkel Foundation
General Research Grants
Deadline: November 24, 2020
“Support is primarily provided for the historical humanities, in particular to support research projects in the fields of Archaeology, Art History, Historical Islamic Studies, History, History of Law, History of Science, Prehistory and Early History. The grants for research projects involve, depending on the type of project, the assumption of costs for personnel, travel, materials and/or other costs” <<more>>

Barry Amiel and Norman Melburn Trust Grants
Deadline: November 29, 2020
“The Barry Amiel and Norman Melburn Trust welcomes funding applications from individuals or institutions for projects that fall within the funding remit of the Trust. The general objectives of the Trust are to advance public education, learning and knowledge in all aspects of the philosophy of Marxism, the history of socialism, and the working class movement.” <<more>>

American Philosophical Society
Franklin Research Grants
Deadline: December 1, 2020
“The Franklin program is particularly designed to help meet the costs of travel to libraries and archives for research purposes; the purchase of microfilm, photocopies, or equivalent research materials; the costs associated with fieldwork; or laboratory research expenses.” <<more>>

The John Carter Brown Library at Brown University
Short-Term and Long-Term Fellowships
Deadline: December 1, 2020
“Sponsorship of research at the John Carter Brown Library is reserved exclusively for scholars whose work is centered on the colonial history of the Americas, North and South, including all aspects of European, African, and Native American engagements in global and comparative contexts. Short-term fellowships are available for periods of two to four months and carry a stipend of $2,100 per month. Long-Term Fellowships are available for periods of five to ten months and carry a monthly stipend of $4,200.” <<more>>

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture at the New York Public Library
Scholars-in-Residence
Deadline: December 1, 2020
“The Schomburg Center Scholars-in-Residence Program offers long-term and short-term fellowships to support scholars and writers working on projects that would benefit from access to the Center’s extensive resources for the study of African diasporic history, politics, literature, and culture. The Schomburg Center is a world-renowned repository of sources on every facet of the African diasporic experience, with extensive holdings including numerous unique manuscript and archival collections as well as a comprehensive range of publications, photographs, films, audio recordings, and visual art.” <<more>>

Virginia Foundation for the Humanities
Residential Fellowships
Deadline: December 1, 2020
“Our Fellowship Program helps writers, independent scholars, and university faculty members uncover stories about Virginia’s history and culture. Since 1974, we’ve awarded almost 400 fellowships for projects that help Virginians better understand the state, Virginia’s role in the world, and each other.” <<more>>
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Grants and Fellowship Opportunities (cont’d)

Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum
A. Verville Fellowship
Deadline: December 1, 2020
“The Verville Fellowship is a competitive nine- to twelve-month in-residence fellowship intended for the analysis of major trends, developments, and accomplishments in the history of aviation or space studies. The fellowship is open to interested candidates with demonstrated skills in research and writing. Publishing experience should demonstrate either a mid-level academic record of accomplishment or proven ability to reliably engage broader audiences.” <<more>>

Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum
Charles A. Lindbergh Chair in Aerospace History
Deadline: December 1, 2020
“The Charles A. Lindbergh Chair in Aerospace History is a competitive 12-month fellowship open Oct 15, to senior scholars with distinguished records of publication who are at work on, or anticipate being at work on, books in aerospace history. Support is available for living expenses in the Washington, D.C, area up to a maximum of $100,000 a year. Tenure is typically for an academic year (September through August).” <<more>>

Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum
Guggenheim Fellowship
Deadline: December 1, 2020
“The Guggenheim Fellowships are competitive three- to twelve-month in-residence fellowships for pre- or postdoctoral research in aviation and space history. Postdoctoral applicants should have received their PhD within the past seven years. Candidates are encouraged to pursue programs of research and writing that support publication of works that are scholarly in tone and substance and intended for publication as articles in peer-reviewed journals or in book form from a reputable publisher (in the case of post postdoctoral applicants) or in a doctoral dissertation (in the case of pre-docs).” <<more>>

Shelby Cullom Davis Center for Historical Studies
Fellowships
Deadline: December 1, 2020
“During the academic years 2020-22, the Shelby Cullom Davis Center for Historical Studies will focus on the topic of “Revolutionary Change.” Fellowships at The Davis Center may run either for one semester (September-January or February-June) or for the full academic year, September-June.” <<more>>

Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation
Mellon Emerging Faculty Leaders Award
Deadline: December 2, 2020
“The Mellon Emerging Faculty Leaders Award supports tenure-track faculty who have passed their midpoint review. The award is structured to free the time of junior faculty who have passed their midpoint tenure review—including those from underrepresented groups and others committed to eradicating disparities in their fields—so that they can both engage in and build support systems, networks, and affinity groups that make their fields and campuses more inclusive. Eligible applicants must have passed their third-year review or their institution’s equivalent.” <<more>>

National Endowment for the Humanities
Scholarly Editions and Translations Grants
Deadline: December 2, 2020
“The Scholarly Editions and Scholarly Translations program makes awards to organizations to support the preparation of editions and translations of pre-existing texts of value to the humanities that are currently inaccessible or available only in inadequate editions or translations. Textual editing and translation are vital endeavors for the humanities, providing the very foundations for research and teaching. Typically, the texts and documents are significant literary, philosophical, and historical materials, but other types of work, such as musical notation, may also be the subject of an edition.” <<more>>
National Endowment for the Humanities
Collaborative Research Grants
Deadline: December 2, 2020
“Debate, exchange of ideas, and working together—all are basic activities that advance humanities knowledge and foster rich scholarship that would not be possible by researchers working on their own. The Collaborative Research program aims to advance humanistic knowledge through sustained collaboration between two or more scholars. Collaborators may be drawn from a single institution or several institutions across the United States; up to half of the collaborators may be based outside of the U.S. The program encourages projects that propose diverse approaches to topics, incorporate multiple points of view, and explore new avenues of inquiry in the humanities for scholars and general audiences.”
<<more>>

National Endowment for the Arts
Translation Projects Fellowship
Deadline: December 4, 2020
“Through fellowships to published translators, the National Endowment for the Arts supports projects for the translation of specific works of prose, poetry, or drama from other languages into English. Grants are for $12,500 or $25,000. Award amounts are determined by the National Endowment for the Arts.”
<<more>>

Terra Foundation
Academic Workshop and Symposium Grants
Deadline: December 6, 2020
“The Terra Foundation for American Art actively supports projects that encourage scholarship on American art topics. Academic program funding is available for in-person exchanges such as workshops, symposia, and colloquia that advance scholarship in the field of American art (circa 1500–1980) that take place: in Chicago or outside the United States, or in the United States, with at least one third of the participants coming from outside the United States.”
<<more>>

Princeton University Library
Research Grants
Deadline: December 13, 2020
“Each year, the Friends of the Princeton University Library offer short-term Library Research Grants to promote scholarly use of the research collections. The Program in Hellenic Studies with the support of the Stanley J. Seeger Fund also supports a limited number of library fellowships in Hellenic studies, the Elmer Adler Fund supports research in Graphic Arts, and the Cotsen Children’s Library supports research in its collection on aspects of children’s books. The Maxwell Fund supports research on materials dealing with Portuguese-speaking cultures. In addition, awards will be made from the Sid Lapidus ’59 Research Fund for Studies of the Age of Revolution and the Enlightenment in the Atlantic World. This award covers work using materials pertinent to this topic donated by Mr. Lapidus as well as other also relevant materials in the collections.”
<<more>>

Adolph & Esther Gottlieb Foundation
Individual Support Grants
Deadline: December 15, 2020
“The Foundation wishes to encourage artists who have dedicated their lives to developing their art, regardless of their level of commercial success. Please note that these grants are available only to mature individual visual artists. The Foundation defines maturity in this case as having worked for 20 years or more in a mature phase of art.”
<<more>>

Creative Arts
Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation
USArtists International Program
Deadline: November 22, 2020
“USArtists International supports performances by U.S. artists at important cultural festivals and arts marketplaces around the globe. Committed to the presence of U.S. based artists on world stages, USArtists International provides grants to
ensembles and individual performers in dance, music and theatre invited to perform at significant international festivals and performing arts markets.”

Adolph & Esther Gottlieb Foundation
Individual Support Grants
Deadline: December 15, 2020
“The Foundation wishes to encourage artists who have dedicated their lives to developing their art, regardless of their level of commercial success. Please note that these grants are available only to mature individual visual artists. The Foundation defines maturity in this case as having worked for 20 years or more in a mature phase of art.”

Bronx Council on the Arts
BRIO Artist Awards for Excellence
Deadline: December 16, 2020
“Bronx Recognizes Its Own (BRIO) provides direct support to individual Bronx artists who create works in the literary, media, visual, and performing arts. BCA awards grants up to $5,000 to Bronx artists each year, based solely on artistic excellence. Winners complete a one-time public service activity known as Artists for Community Enrichment (ACE), an essential component required of all BRIO recipients to be completed within a year of receiving the award. ACE provides artists with additional visibility and demonstrates to the community the wealth of artistic talent available in our borough.”

Social Sciences
Institute for Advanced Study
School of Social Science
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“Each year, approximately 25 scholars are selected as Members in the School of Social Science. A completed doctorate or equivalent is required by the application deadline. Memberships are awarded at both the junior and senior levels. Members are expected only to pursue their own research and participate in the seminars. The theme for 2021-22 is “Political Mobilizations and Social Movements,” but applications outside the theme are also welcomed.”

Archaeological Institute of America
Archaeology of Portugal Fellowships
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The fellowship can be used to support research and study related to the archaeology of Portugal, including the Autonomous Regions of the Azores and Madeira. This includes, but is not limited to, excavations, research projects, colloquia, symposia, publications, and travel for research or to academic meetings for the purpose of presenting papers on the archaeology of Portugal. Funds may not be used for institutional overhead, institutional administrative recovery costs, or institutional indirect costs.”

Archaeological Institute of America
Olivia James Traveling Fellowship
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“For travel and study to be conducted between July 1 of the award year and the following June 30. Preference will be given to projects of at least a half-year’s duration. The award is to be used for travel and study in Greece (the modern state), Cyprus, the Aegean Islands, Sicily, southern Italy (that is, the Italian provinces of Campania, Molise, Apulia, Basilicata, and Calabria), Asia Minor (Turkey) or Mesopotamia (that is, the territory between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, that is modern Iraq and parts of northern Syria and eastern Turkey).”

Archeological Institute of America
Publications Subvention Program
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The Archaeological Institute of America launched the Publications Subvention Program in 2005. This program offers subventions from the AIA’s von Bothmer Publication Fund in support of new book-length publications in the field of Classical Archaeology (defined as Greek, Roman, and Etruscan archaeology and art history). Particularly welcome are projects that publish the work of first
-time authors or represent the publication of final reports of primary data from sites already excavated or surveyed, but are still unpublished.”

Archeological Institute of America
Helen M. Woodruff Fellowship of the AIA and the American Academy in Rome
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The fellowship was made possible by a bequest from Helen M. Woodruff; Dr. Woodruff was herself the recipient of an AIA Fellowship in Mediaeval and Renaissance Archaeology in the 1920s, during which time she traveled to Rome and other locations in Europe. The Helen M. Woodruff Fellowship is awarded every other year to help support a Rome Prize at the American Academy in Rome, and provides for pre- or post-doctoral studies of archaeology and classical studies.”

Archeological Institute of America
Harriet and Leon Pomerance Fellowship
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“To support an individual project of a scholarly nature, related to Aegean Bronze Age Archaeology, and to be conducted between July 1 of the award year and the following June 30. Preference will be given to candidates whose project requires travel to the Mediterranean for the purpose stated above. AIA fellowship funds may not be used for institutional overhead, institutional administrative recovery costs, or institutional indirect costs.”

Archeological Institute of America
Samuel H. Kress Grant for Research and Publication in Classical Art and Architecture
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The Samuel H. Kress Grant for Research and Publication in Classical Art and Architecture funds publication preparation, or research leading to publication, undertaken by professional members of the AIA. Its purpose is to assist scholars in preparing, completing and publishing results of their research in Graeco-Roman Art and Architecture, and the broader Mediterranean world of Classical antiquity. Awards may be used for research leading to the publication of an art historical monograph or for costs associated with publication, such as image licensing.”

Wenner-Gren Foundation
Post-Ph.D. Research Grants
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“Post-Ph.D. Research Grants are awarded to individuals holding a Ph.D. or equivalent degree to support individual research projects. The program contributes to the Foundation's overall mission to support basic research in anthropology and to ensure that the discipline continues to be a source of vibrant and significant work that furthers our understanding of humanity's cultural and biological origins, development, and variation. The Foundation supports research that demonstrates a clear link to anthropological theory and debates, and promises to make a solid contribution to advancing these ideas.”

Archeological Institute of America
The Ellen and Charles Steinmetz Endowment Fund for Archaeology
Deadline: November 2, 2020
“The Steinmetz Fund will support the use of technology in archaeological research by providing grants to archaeological projects that make innovative use of technological tools and methods. Normally, such projects will have a fieldwork element. However, research conducted in a laboratory setting that employs technology may also be eligible for a grant. While all are encouraged to apply, priority will be given to new projects proposed by archaeologists at an early stage in their careers (within 8 years of the receipt of the PhD).”

Archeological Institute of America
Julie Herzig Desnick Endowment Fund for Archaeological Field Surveys
Deadline: November 2, 2020
“The Julie Herzig Desnick Fund provides grants to archaeologists to start new archaeological survey projects. The awards are intended for projects involving field survey on the ground or a
combination of field survey and remote sensing methods, rather than those based entirely on satellite imagery or other remote sensing data. Geophysical survey projects are also eligible. While all are encouraged to apply, preference will be given to archaeologists at an early stage in their careers (within 8 years of the receipt of the PhD).”

Archeological Institute of America
The Kathleen and David Boochever Endowment Fund for Fieldwork and Scientific Analyses
Deadline: November 2, 2020
“The Boochever Fund will support both fieldwork and laboratory research informed by new technologies. While the fund’s primary purpose is to help defray the start-up costs of new projects, archaeologists exploring innovative applications of new technologies in any stage of their work are welcome to apply. Projects proposed by archaeologists who are at an early stage in their careers (within 8 years of receipt of the PhD) will be given priority.”

School for Advanced Research
Residential Scholars
Deadline: November 2, 2020
“Resident scholar fellowships are awarded annually by the School for Advanced Research (SAR) to up to six scholars who have completed their research and who need time to prepare manuscripts or dissertations on topics important to the understanding of humankind. Resident scholars may approach their research from the perspective of anthropology or from related fields such as history and sociology. Scholars from the humanities and social sciences are encouraged to apply.”

Russell Sage Foundation
Behavioral Economics
Deadline: November 11, 2020
“The Russell Sage Foundation’s program on Behavioral Economics supports novel research that uses insights and methods from psychology, economics, sociology, political science and other social sciences to examine and improve social and living conditions in the United States. We seek investigator-initiated research proposals that will broaden our understanding of the social, economic and political consequences of actual behaviors and decisions.”

Russell Sage Foundation
Future of Work
Deadline: November 11, 2020
“The Russell Sage Foundation’s program on the Future of Work supports innovative research on the causes and consequences of changes in the quality of jobs for less- and moderately skilled workers and their families. We seek investigator-initiated research proposals that will broaden our understanding of the role of changes in employer practices, the nature of the labor market and public policies on employment, earnings, and job quality. We are especially interested in proposals that address questions about the interplay of market and non-market forces in shaping the wellbeing of workers, today and in the future.”

Open Society Foundations
Soros Justice Fellowships
Deadline: November 20, 2020
“The Soros Justice Fellowships fund outstanding individuals to undertake projects that advance reform, spur debate, and catalyze change on a range of issues facing the U.S. criminal justice system. The fellowships are part of a larger effort within the Open Society Foundations to reduce the destructive impact of current criminal justice policies on the lives of individuals, families, and communities in the United States by challenging the overreliance on incarceration and extreme punishment, and ensuring a fair and accountable system of justice.”

Barry Amiel and Norman Melburn Trust Grants
Deadline: November 29, 2020
“The Barry Amiel and Norman Melburn Trust welcomes funding applications from individuals or institutions for projects that fall within the funding remit of the Trust. The general objectives of the
Trust are to advance public education, learning and knowledge in all aspects of the philosophy of Marxism, the history of socialism, and the working class movement.”

The Classical Association of the Middle West and South
Faculty-Undergraduate Collaborative Research Projects
Deadline: December 6, 2020
“The CAMWS Undergraduate Awards Sub-Committee annually awards up to two research grants supporting collaborative research between a faculty member and an undergraduate. These awards can be for up to $1,000 each. These awards are intended to support faculty research collaborations in Classics (any sub-discipline) with undergraduate students. Faculty-student pairs may be from institutions with graduate programs, but the student involved must be in an undergraduate.”

Columbia Journalism School
J. Anthony Lukas Work-in-Progress Award
Deadline: December 9, 2020
“Two J. Anthony Lukas Work-in-Progress Awards, in the amount of $25,000, are given annually to aid in the completion of significant works of nonfiction on topics of American political or social concern. Recognizing that a nonfiction book based on extensive research often overtaxes the resources available to its author, the project envisions the Awards as a way of closing the gap between the time and money an author has and the time and money that finishing a book requires.”

American Sociological Association
Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline
Deadline: December 15, 2020
“The American Sociological Association (ASA) invites submissions for the Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline (FAD) awards. Supported by the ASA and the National Science Foundation (NSF), the goal of this program is to nurture the development of scientific knowledge by funding small, groundbreaking research initiatives and other important scientific research activities such as conferences. FAD awards scholars with “seed money” for innovative research that has the potential for challenging the discipline, stimulating new lines of research, and creating new networks of scientific collaboration.”

Rutgers University
The Louis O. Kelso Fellowships
Deadline: December 31, 2020
“The Louis O. Kelso Fellowships are awarded to outstanding scholars studying the topic of broadened ownership of capital in a democratic society in the United States. Ph.D. candidates, postdoctoral scholars, or visiting professors in the areas of business/economics/labor studies/management, history, law, philosophy, political science, psychology, public policy, or sociology may apply.”

National Council of Teachers in Mathematics
Pre-K-6 Classroom Research
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The purpose of this grant is to support and encourage classroom-based research in precollege mathematics education in collaboration with college or university mathematics educators. The research must be a collaborative effort involving a college or university mathematics educator (a mathematics education researcher or a teacher of mathematics learning, teaching, or curriculum) and one or more grades Pre-K-6 classroom teachers (individuals who spend half or more of their work time teaching in the classroom).”

Spencer Foundation
Small Research Grants
Deadline: November 3, 2020
“The Small Research Grants Program supports education research projects that will contribute to
the improvement of education, broadly conceived, with budgets up to $50,000 for projects ranging from one to five years. We accept applications three times per year.”

**National Academy of Education/Spencer Postdoctoral Fellowship Program**

**Deadline:** November 20, 2020

“The National Academy of Education/Spencer Postdoctoral Fellowship Program supports 30 early career scholars working in critical areas of education research. These $70,000 fellowships support non-residential postdoctoral proposals that make significant scholarly contributions to the field of education. The program also develops the careers of its recipients through professional development activities involving National Academy of Education members.”

**Brady Education Foundation Grants**

**Deadline:** December 1, 2020

“The Foundation is currently accepting proposals focused on evaluating programs that have the potential of helping to close the opportunity and resulting achievement gaps associated with race and family income.”

**Spencer Foundation Conference Grants**

**Deadline:** December 4, 2020

“The Conference Grant Program provides support to scholars to organize small research conferences, focused symposia, or other forms of convenings around important issues in education. This program is intended to bring together researchers, practitioners, policymakers and other important collaborators whose expertise, substantive knowledge and practice, theoretical insight, or methodological expertise can be engaged in ways that help to build upon and advance education research.”

**LANGUAGE & AREA STUDIES**

**American-Scandinavian Foundation Fellowships/Grants to Study in Scandinavia**

**Deadline:** November 1, 2020

“The American-Scandinavian Foundation (ASF) offers fellowships (up to $23,000) and grants (up to $5,000) to individuals to pursue research, study or creative arts projects in one or more Scandinavian country for up to one year. Grants are considered suitable for post-graduate scholars, professionals, and candidates in the arts to carry out research or study visits of one to three months duration. Fellowships are intended to support a year-long stay. Priority is given to candidates at the graduate level for dissertation-related study or research.”

**Henry Luce Foundation/American Council of Learned Societies Program in China Studies Fellowships and Grants**

**Deadline:** November 6, 2020

“The Henry Luce Foundation/ACLS Program in China Studies in its eighth year seeks to maintain the vitality of China Studies in North America through fellowships and grants designed primarily for scholars early in their careers. Studies on and in China have developed over the last 30 years in the United States and Canada into a robust field, but current conditions pose daunting problems, especially for scholars just before and just after the dissertation. To address this situation, the program offers three competitions: Predissertation Travel Grants to China, Early Career Fellowships, and Collaborative Reading-Workshop Grants”

**Asian Cultural Council Individual Fellowship Program**

**Deadline:** November 7, 2020

“The Individual Fellowship Program supports individuals—or up to two collaborators—pursuing research or creative inquiry across cultures. This may take the form of observation tours, specialized training, dissertation fieldwork, or other non-commercial creative, scholarly, or professional activity. As in all ACC programs, the
emphasis is on process-driven activities that enable cultural immersion, dialogue, relationship-building, collaboration, or the exchange of knowledge among peers.” <<more>>

American Schools of Oriental Research Mesopotamian Fellowship
Deadline: November 7, 2020
“The Mesopotamian Fellowship provides support in the amount of $9,000 for a period of research lasting three months to a year. $1,000 of this Fellowship amount will be allocated for registration and travel support to the 2021 or 2022 ASOR Annual Meeting, where the successful applicant will be expected to present a paper on his or her research. This Fellowship is primarily intended to support field/research on ancient Mesopotamian civilization carried out in the Middle East, but other projects such as travel to work on museum collections or archives related to ancient Mesopotamia will also be considered.” <<more>>

American Council of Learned Societies Comparative Perspectives on Chinese Culture and Society
Deadline: November 8, 2020
“ACLS invites proposals in the humanities and related social sciences that adopt an explicitly cross-cultural or comparative perspective. Projects may, for example, compare aspects of Chinese history and culture with those of other nations and civilizations, explore the interaction of these nations and civilizations, or engage in cross-cultural research on the relations among the diverse and dynamic populations of China. Proposals should be empirically grounded, theoretically informed, and methodologically explicit.” <<more>>

American Institute of Indian Studies Research & Senior Scholarly/Professional Development Fellowships
Deadline: November 15, 2020
“Senior Research Fellowships are available to scholars with a PhD or its equivalent. These grants are designed to enable scholars who specialize in South Asia to pursue further research in India and to establish formal affiliation with an Indian institution. Senior Scholarly/Professional Development Fellowships are available both to established scholars who have not previously specialized in Indian studies and to established professionals who have not previously worked or studied in India.” <<more>>

The Robert H. N. Ho Family Foundation Program in Buddhist Studies/The American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) Fellowships and Grants
Deadline: November 16, 2020
“The American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) announces the eighth year of an initiative supporting research and teaching in Buddhist studies, funded by The Robert H. N. Ho Family Foundation. In cooperation with the Foundation, ACLS offers an integrated set of fellowship and grant competitions supporting work that will expand the understanding and interpretation of Buddhist thought in scholarship and society, strengthen international networks of Buddhist studies, and increase the visibility of innovative currents in those studies.” <<more>>

American Institute for Sri Lankan Studies Fellowship Program
Deadline: December 1, 2020
AISLS fellowships support two to six months of research in Sri Lanka by US citizens who already hold a PhD or the equivalent at the time they begin their fellowship tenure. Both scholars with little or no experience in Sri Lanka as well as specialists are encouraged to apply. This program is funded by a grant from the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs at the US State Department. <<more>>

The Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation Venetian Research Program for Individual Scholars
Deadline: December 16, 2020
“The Foundation awards travel grants to individual scholars to support historical research on Venice and the former Venetian empire, and for the study
of contemporary Venetian society and culture. Disciplines of the humanities and social sciences are eligible areas of study, including (but not limited to) archaeology, architecture, art, bibliography, economics, history, history of science, law, literature, music, political science, religion, and theater.”

STEM (SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND MATHEMATICS)

Smithsonian
Mpala Postdoctoral Fellowship
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The purpose of the Mpala Postdoctoral Fellowship is to promote the study of biology, anthropology, geology, hydrology, material science, social science, soil science or related areas. Projects must be tenable in residence at Smithsonian Institution facilities and Mpala Research Centre.”

National Radio Astronomy Observatory
Jansky Fellowship
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The Jansky Fellowship Program supports outstanding postdoctoral scientists and engineers whose research is broadly related to the mission and scientific goals of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO), which operates three world-class research facilities: the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array, the Very Large Array, and the Very Long Baseline Array.”

W. M. Keck Foundation
Research Program
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The Research Program seeks to benefit humanity by supporting projects in two specific areas (1) medical research and (2) science and engineering, that are distinctive and novel in their approach, question the prevailing paradigm, or have the potential to break open new territory in their field. Past grants have been awarded to major universities, independent research institutions, and medical schools to support pioneering biological and physical science research and engineering, including the development of promising new technologies, instrumentation or methodologies.”

Kinship Conservation Fellows
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“Only the best and the brightest practitioners in the field are chosen to become Fellows. Those who are selected receive a month of valuable training and a $6,000 stipend. The curriculum is delivered by a faculty of global experts who work closely with each carefully selected cohort of Fellows to explore new ways to apply market-based approaches to environmental issues.”

American Chemical Society/The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation
Award for Encouraging Women into Careers in the Chemical Sciences
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“To recognize significant accomplishments by individuals who have stimulated or fostered the interest of women in chemistry, promoting their professional developments as chemists or chemical engineers.”

Institute for Advanced Study
Park City Mathematics Institute Summer Research Session
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The IAS/Park City Mathematics Program (PCMI) is an outreach program of the Institute for Advanced Study (IAS). Held in Park City, Utah, PCMI is an intensive three-week residential conference that includes several parallel sets of activities aimed at different groups of participants across the entire mathematics community.”

Society for the Teaching of Psychology
STP Early Career Travel Grant Program
Deadline: November 1, 2020
“The Society for The Teaching of Psychology (Division Two of APA) is pleased to announce the Early Career Psychologist Travel Grant Program.”
The grant program is open only to STP members who meet the ECP definition below. Grant funds can be used to defray the costs of attending psychology teaching conferences or conferences with a significant teaching of psychology component. STP encourages applications from colleagues who are from underrepresented groups and have diverse backgrounds and experiences.”

**Society for the Teaching of Psychology Partnerships Small Grant Program**
*Deadline: November 1, 2020*

“The Society for The Teaching of Psychology (Division 2 of APA) is pleased to announce a program of small grants to promote communication and collaboration between psychology teachers from different institutions. Specifically, this program is intended to bring together individuals to engage in planned activities to promote the teaching of psychology or who desire to work together to think about the ways in which the teaching of psychology can be improved. Proposed activities could take the form of conferences or small meetings devoted to teaching-related topics, or could take the form of collaborative activities between specific individuals from different institutions that are intended to improve the teaching of psychology in some way.”

**American Psychological Foundation**
**Carmi Harari Early and Mid-Career Awards**
*Deadline: November 1, 2020*

“The Div. 32 Carmi Early and Mid-Career Awards are given for contributions in the areas of inquiry, application and social action. The Div. 32 Early Career Award is given to psychologists, no more than 10 years after receiving their PhD. The Div. 32 Mid-Career Award is given to psychologists, 10-20 years after receiving their PhD.”

**Society for the Teaching of Psychology**
**Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) Research Grant**
*Deadline: November 1, 2020*

“Research projects in any phase of development are eligible for funding (e.g., materials design, data collection, manuscript writing). However, the proposed project must have a high probability of producing a product that will be presented and/or published in a peer-reviewed outlet in a timely manner. Proposals will be evaluated on the degree to which proposal fits STP’s description of the SoTL. Proposals that align with the STP President’s preferred themes, will be given top priority.”

**NASA**
**Hubble Fellowship Program**
*Deadline: November 4, 2020*

“The NASA Hubble Fellowship Program (NHFP) provides an opportunity for recent postdoctoral scientists to conduct independent research which contributes to any area of NASA Astrophysics. The research will be carried out at United States host institutions chosen by each fellow, subject to a limitation on the numbers of fellows that can be hosted by any one institution.”

**Pershing Square Sohn Cancer Research Alliance Prize for Young Investigators in Cancer Research**
*Deadline: November 4, 2020*

“The Pershing Square Sohn Prize for Young Investigators in Cancer Research provides New York area-based early career scientists the freedom to take risks and pursue their boldest research at a stage when traditional funding is lacking. Prize winners each receive $200,000 a year for up to three years. At least six grants are awarded annually. The Pershing Square Sohn Cancer Research Alliance (PSSCRA) is dedicated to accelerating cures for cancer by advancing the pursuit of innovative cancer research and by facilitating collaborations between the science and business communities. PSSCRA seeks to guide philanthropic funds to feed critical scientific discoveries, attracting like-minded investors to the cause of fighting cancer and creating a pipeline for early-stage biomedical investments.”
Department of the Interior Fish and Wildlife Service
Neotropical Migratory Bird Conservation Act Grants
Deadline: November 5, 2020
“The Neotropical Migratory Bird Conservation Act (NMBCA) addresses migratory bird population needs on a continental scale and conserves birds throughout their life cycles. The projects our grants support in other countries foster security, generate good will, and improve foreign relations, while sustaining healthy bird populations.”

National Science Foundation
Advancing Informal STEM Learning
Deadline: November 6, 2020
“The Advancing Informal STEM Learning (AISL) program seeks to advance new approaches to and evidence-based understanding of the design and development of STEM learning opportunities for the public in informal environments; provide multiple pathways for broadening access to and engagement in STEM learning experiences; advance innovative research on and assessment of STEM learning in informal environments; and engage the public of all ages in learning STEM in informal environments.”

Blavatnik Family Foundation
US National Awards
Deadline: November 13, 2020
“The Blavatnik National Awards honor America’s most innovative young faculty-rank scientists and engineers. These awards celebrate the past accomplishments and future potential of young faculty members working in the three disciplinary categories of Life Sciences, Physical Sciences & Engineering, and Chemistry. Every year, one Blavatnik National Awards Laureate in each disciplinary category will receive $250,000 in unrestricted funds, and additional nominees will be recognized as Finalists.”

American Psychological Foundation
APA Travel Grants for US Psychologists to Attend International Conferences
Deadline: November 15, 2020
“This award provides a limited number of grants of up to $350 to cover or partially cover conference registration fees at international conferences held outside the United States. Only APA and APAGS members living in the U.S. are eligible.”

National Science Foundation
Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering Division of Astronomical Sciences
Deadline: November 16, 2020
“Advanced computational infrastructure and the ability to perform large-scale simulations and accumulate massive amounts of data have revolutionized scientific and engineering disciplines. The goal of the CDS&E program is to identify and capitalize on opportunities for major scientific and engineering breakthroughs through new computational and data analysis approaches.”

National Science Foundation
Astronomy and Astrophysics Grants
Deadline: November 16, 2020
“The Astronomy and Astrophysics Research Grants (AAG) Program is an inclusive and flexible funding opportunity to support research in the astronomical sciences. The Program provides individual investigator and collaborative research grants for observational, theoretical, laboratory, and archival data studies in astronomy and astrophysics. The Program also considers proposals for projects and tools that enable or enhance astronomical research. Proposals may span multiple disciplines and/or areas of study and may utilize multiple techniques.”

National Science Foundation
Ecology and Evolution of Infectious Diseases
Deadline: November 18, 2020
“The multi-agency Ecology and Evolution of Infectious Diseases program supports research on the ecological, evolutionary, and social drivers that influence the transmission dynamics of infectious
diseases. The central theme of submitted projects must be the quantitative or computational understanding of pathogen transmission dynamics. The intent is discovery of principles of infectious disease transmission and testing mathematical or computational models that elucidate infectious disease systems. Projects should be broad, interdisciplinary efforts that go beyond the scope of typical studies.”

National Science Foundation
Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering Division of Physics
Deadline: November 16, 2020
“Advanced computational infrastructure and the ability to perform large-scale simulations and accumulate massive amounts of data have revolutionized scientific and engineering disciplines. The goal of the CDS&E program is to identify and capitalize on opportunities for major scientific and engineering breakthroughs through new computational and data analysis approaches. Physics CDS&E proposals may address science topics and goals within the scope of the domains supported by the Division of Physics.”

National Science Foundation/Intel Partnership on Foundational Microarchitecture Research
Deadline: November 20, 2020
“The confluence of transistor scaling, increases in the number of architecture designs per process generation, the slowing of clock frequency growth, and recent success in research exploiting thread-level parallelism (TLP) and data-level parallelism (DLP) all point to an increasing opportunity for innovative microarchitecture techniques and methodologies in delivering performance growth in the future. The NSF/Intel Partnership on Foundational Microarchitecture Research will support transformative microarchitecture research targeting improvements in instructions per cycle (IPC).”

National Science Foundation
Collaborative Research in Computational Neuroscience
Deadline: “waiting for new publication,” previous deadline was November 25, 2019
“Through the CRCNS program, the National Science Foundation (NSF), the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, BMBF), the French National Research Agency (Agence Nationale de la Recherche, ANR), the United States-Israel Binational Science Foundation (BSF), Japan’s National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), and the State Research Agency (Agencia Estatal de Investigación, AEI) and National Institute of Health Carlos III (Instituto de Salud Carlos III, ISCIII), both of Spain, support collaborative activities that will advance the understanding of nervous system structure and function, mechanisms underlying nervous system disorders, and computational strategies used by the nervous system.”

National Science Foundation
Division of Physics Investigator-Initiated Research Projects
Deadline: November 25, 2020
“The Division of Physics (PHY) supports physics research and the preparation of future scientists in the nation’s colleges and universities across a broad range of physics disciplines that span scales of space and time from the largest to the smallest and the oldest to the youngest. The Division is comprised of disciplinary programs covering experimental and theoretical research in the following major subfields of physics: Atomic, Molecular and Optical Physics; Elementary Particle Physics; Gravitational Physics; Integrative Activities in Physics; Nuclear Physics; Particle Astrophysics; Physics at the Information Frontier; Physics of Living Systems; Plasma Physics; and Quantum Information Science.”
Grants and Fellowship Opportunities (cont’d)

McKnight Foundation
Technological Innovations in Neuroscience
Deadline: December 2, 2020
“Technological Innovations in Neuroscience Awards support scientists who work on novel and creative approaches to understanding brain function. The program seeks to advance and enlarge the range of technologies available to the neurosciences. It does not support research based primarily on existing techniques.” <<more>>

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
Postdoctoral Fellowships
Deadline: December 10, 2020
“Through its Fellowship Programs, the Ford Foundation seeks to increase the diversity of the nation’s college and university faculties by increasing their ethnic and racial diversity, maximize the educational benefits of diversity, and increase the number of professors who can and will use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students. Predoctoral, Dissertation, and Postdoctoral fellowships will be awarded in a national competition administered by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine on behalf of the Ford Foundation.” <<more>>

Gruber Foundation
Cosmology Prize
Deadline: December 15, 2020
“The Cosmology Prize honors a leading cosmologist, astronomer, astrophysicist or scientific philosopher for theoretical, analytical, conceptual or observational discoveries leading to fundamental advances in our understanding of the universe.” <<more>>

American Physical Society
Congressional Science Fellowships
Deadline: December 15, 2020
“Public policy increasingly is determined by technical considerations. A perusal of the daily press — from page one through the health and business sections — illustrates that science is a major component of many issues with which Congress must grapple: global warming, energy policy, defense technologies, AIDS, pollution, communications technologies, and many, many more. It is the aim of the APS and AIP in sponsoring these fellowships to provide a public service by making available individuals with scientific knowledge and skills to Members of Congress, few of whom have a technical background.” <<more>>

Gruber Foundation
Neuroscience Prize
Deadline: December 15, 2020
“The Neuroscience Prize honors scientists for major discoveries that have advanced the understanding of the nervous system. The Prize, established in 2004, is an unrestricted cash award of $500,000, a gold medal inscribed with the recipient’s name, and a citation describing the achievement for which the recipient is being honored. It is awarded each year to a person or persons chosen by a distinguished advisory board of neuroscience experts from nominations that are received from around the world.” <<more>>

Deadline Reminders
Below are grants that are, or are expected to be, due in the next six months. For a list of grant deadlines for the whole year, please see our Grants Calendar on the Barnard website.

GENERAL INTEREST AND CROSS-DISCIPLINARY
June 30—Hagley Museum and Library Henry Belin du Pont Research Grants & Exploratory Research Grants
July 10 – National Geographic Society Grants Program
July 15—Library of Congress Kluge Center Fellowship
July 15—Leakey Foundation Research Grant
August 1 – American Academy of Religion Collaborative Research Grants
August 1—National Science Foundation Perception, Action, & Cognition Research
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**Deadline Reminders (cont’d)**

**Proposals**
August 5 — Joyce Foundation Grants
August 31 — Fritz Thyssen Foundation Conference Grants
September 10 — Feminist Review Trust Awards
September 13 — Harvard University Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study Fellowship Programs (Individual Applicants) for creative arts, humanities, and social sciences
September 13 — Shelley & Donald Rubin Foundation Grant Program
September 16 — United States Department of State Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program

September 16 — National Endowment for the Humanities Connections Planning Grants
September 16 — National Endowment for the Humanities Connections Implementation Grant
September 16 — John Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship
September 23 — American Academy in Berlin Prize
September 25 — American Council of Learned Societies Fellowships
September 27 — New York Public Library Cullman Center Fellowship for Scholars and Writers

October 1 — Institute for Research and Innovation & Science Research Awards
October 1 — American Philosophical Society Franklin Research Grants
October 1 — Camargo Foundation Core Program in Cassis, France
October 4 — Harvard University Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study Fellowship Programs (Individual Applicants) for natural sciences and mathematics

October 6 — Obama Foundation Fellowship
October 9 — National Geographic Society Grants Program
October 15 — Rockefeller Archive Center Research Stipend
October 15 — Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange
October 15 — National Endowment for the Humanities Dialogues on the Experience of War
October 15 — DAAD German Academic Exchange Service Research Stays for University Academics and Scientists

October 15 — Carey Institute for Global Good Logan Nonfiction Program
October 15 — Grammy Museum Music Research and Music Preservation
October 17 — European Research Council Grants
October 22 — Fitch Foundation Richard L. Blinder Award
October 22 — Fitch Foundation James Marston Fitch Mid-Career Fellowship
October 31 — Lawrence Foundation Grants in Environment and Human Services
October 31 — Hagley Museum and Library Henry Belin du Pont Research Grants & Exploratory Research Grants

October 31 — Academic & Textbook Writing Grants
October 31 — Institute for Research in the Humanities at University of Wisconsin Maddison Solmsen Post-Doctoral Fellowships

November 1 — American Academy in Rome Rome Prize
November 1 — Gladstone’s Library, Wales Residential Scholarships
November 1 — Fahs-Beck Fund Research and Experimentation Grant Program
November 1 — Newberry Library Long-Term Fellowships
November 1 — George A. and Eliza Gardner Howard Foundation at Brown University Fellowships
November 1 — American Association of University Women Postdoctoral Research Leave Fellowship
November 1 — American Association of University Women Summer/Short-Term Publication Grants
November 2 — Institute for Research in the Humanities at University of Wisconsin Maddison Solmsen Post-Doctoral Fellowships
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Dear John,

The deadline for the Princeton University Center for Human Values Laurence S. Rockefeller Visiting Faculty Fellowships is November 4.

Best, 
[Name]
Deadline Reminders (cont’d)

October 1—New York University Abu Dhabi Institute Humanities Research Fellowship
October 1—Humanities New York Action Grants
October 1—Kress Foundation Digital Art History Grants Program
October 1—Getty Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowships
October 1—Society for the Humanities at Cornell University Society Fellowships
October 5—Stanford Humanities Center External Faculty Fellowships
October 5—Notre Dame Institute for Advanced Study Research Support Fellowship
October 15—Institute for Advanced Study School of Historical Studies
October 18—National Humanities Center Fellowship
October 22—Fitch Foundation Samuel H. Kress Fellowship
October 22—The James Marston Fitch Charitable Foundation Mid-Career Fellowship
October 22—The Fitch Foundation Richard L. Blinder Award
October 23—American Council of Learned Societies Luce/ACLS Program in Religion, Journalism & International Affairs Fellowships

November 1—John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum
November 1—The American Academy in Rome, Rome Prize
November 1—Harvard University Loeb Classical Library Foundation Fellowship
November 4—School for Advanced Research Resident Scholar Fellowship
November 8—Society for Classical Studies Thesaurus Linguae Latinae Fellowship
November 15—Huntington Library Fellowships
November 15—American Institute of Indian Studies—Research & Senior Scholarly/Professional Development Fellowships
November 25—The Gerda Henkel Foundation General Research Grants
November 29—Barry Amiel and Norman Melburn Trust Grants
December 1—American Philosophy Society—Franklin Research Grants
December 1—The John Carter Brown Library at Brown University—Short-Term and Long-Term Fellowships
December 1—Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture at the New York Public Library Scholars-in-Residence
December 1—Virginia Foundation for the Humanities Residential Fellowships
December 2—Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation Nancy Weiss Malkiel Scholars Award
December 4—National Endowment for the Humanities Scholarly Editions and Translations Grants
December 4—National Endowment for the Humanities Collaborative Research Grants
December 13—Princeton University Library Research Grants
December 15—Adolph & Esther Gottlieb Foundation Individual Support Grants
Rolling deadline—Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation
Rolling deadline—Max Kade Foundation
Rolling deadline—New York Council for the Humanities Vision Grants
Rolling deadline—Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies Grant for Book-length Monographs
Rolling deadline—Renaissance Society of America RSA-Patricia H. Labalme Fellowship
Rolling deadline—Renaissance Society of America RSA-Newberry Fellowship
Rolling deadline—Renaissance Society of America RSA-Huntington Fellowship
Rolling deadline—Institute for Humane Studies Hayek Fund for Scholars—Covering conference and job interview travel
Rolling deadline—Pulitzer Center Travel Grants
Rolling deadline—Ruth Landes Memorial Research Fund
Various—Society for Classical Studies Awards, Scholarships, and Fellowships
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Various—University of London, School of Advanced Study Institute/Consortium Fellowships

**Art History & Architecture**
- September 1—Pasold Research Fund Publication Grants
- September 13—Terra Foundation International Research Travel Grants for U.S.-based Scholars
- September 15—College Art Association Wyeth Foundation for American Art Publication Grant
- September 15—College Art Association Millard Meiss Publication Fund
- September 15—Renaissance Society of America Samuel H. Kress Short-Term Research Library Fellowships for Art Historians
- September 15—Renaissance Society of America Residential Fellowships
- September 15—Renaissance Society of America Samuel H. Kress Mid-Career Research and Publication Fellowships in Art History
- September 21—National Gallery of Art Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts Visiting Senior Fellowship
- September 30—H. Allen Brooks Travelling Fellowship
- September 30—Paul Mellon Centre Publication Grants
- October 1—Kress Foundation History of Art Grants Program
- October 1—Kress Foundation Conservation Grant Program
- October 15—Institute for Advanced Study School of Historical Studies Membership
- October 15—National Gallery of Art Senior Fellowships
- October 20—Art Omi Architecture Residency
- October 22—Fitch Foundation Samuel H. Kress Fellowship
- October 25—Thoma Foundation Marilyn Thomas Fellowship in Spanish Colonial Art
- October 31—American School of Classical Studies at Athens National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships

**Creative Arts**
- July 13—National Endowment for the Arts Art Works II: Media Arts
- August 20—American Musicological Society Subventions for Publications
- September 1—Ucross Foundation Residency Program
- September 5—Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation USArtists International Program
- September 8—National Endowment for the Arts Our Town
- September 10—Lower Manhattan Cultural Council Creative Engagement
- September 10—Lower Manhattan Cultural Council Creative Learning
- September 10—Lower Manhattan Cultural Council UMEZ Arts Engagement
- September 15—The Macdowell Colony Residencies
- October 1—Harpo Foundation Emerging Artists Residency Fellowship at the Santa Fe Institute
- October 1—Vermont Studio Center Fellowships
- October 9—National Endowment for the Arts Research: Art Works
- October 12—American Antiquarian Society Fellowships for Creative and Performing Artists and Writers
- October 15—Art Omi Artists Residency
- October 15—Art Omi Writers Residency
- October 15—Amy Lowell Scholarship Fund Poetry Traveling Scholarship
- October 15—Clark Art Institute Fellowships
- October 15—Carey Institute for Global Good Logan Nonfiction Fellowship

Deadline Reminders (cont’d)
Deadline Reminders (cont’d)

October 16 — A Blade of Grass Fellowship Program
October 30 — Association of Performing Arts Professionals Cultural Exchange Fund
October 31 — National Endowment for the Arts Jazz Masters Fellowships
November 22 — Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation USArtists International Program
December 15 — Adolph and Ester Gottlieb Foundation Individual Support Grants
December 15 — Santa Fe Writers Proyecto James Alan McPherson Award
December 15 — Willow Books Literature Awards
December 16 — Bronx Council on the Arts BRIO Artist Awards for Excellence
Rolling deadline (6-8 weeks before performance) — Foundation for Contemporary Arts Emergency Grants
Rolling deadline — Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant Program
Various — Artist Trust Grants

English Literature and Translation
August 17 — MLA Humanities Innovation Grants
October 15 — Art Omi: Translation Lab
December 4 — National Endowment for the Arts Translation Projects Fellowship

Film
October 15 — National Gallery of Art Visiting Senior Fellowships

Gender Studies
July 1 — GLAGS Center for LGBTQ Studies Scholar in Residence Fellowship
July 31 — New York Public Library Martin Duberman Visiting Fellowship
November 1 — GLAGS Center for LGBTQ Studies Scholar in Residence Fellowship
Rolling — Reed Foundation Ruth Landes Memorial Research Fund

History
September 1 — German Historical Institute Washington Binational Research Tandem Program in Global History and Trans-Regional History
September 1 — German Historical Institute Washington Binational Research Tandem Program in the History of Knowledge and Knowledge Cultures
September 30 — Society of Architectural Historians H. Allen Brooks Travelling Fellowship
October 15 — Institute for Advanced Study School of Historical Studies
October 31 — Quentin Skinner Fellowship in Intellectual History since 1500
November 1 — Library Company of Philadelphia NEH Post-Doctoral Fellowship
November 1 — The Jefferson Monticello Short Term Fellowships
November 20 — NYU Institute for the Study of the Ancient World Visiting Scholar Research Program
December 1 — John Carter Brown Library Short-Term Fellowship
December 1 — John Carter Brown Library Long-Term Fellowship
December 1 — Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum A. Verville Fellowship
December 1 — Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum Charles A. Lindbergh Chair in Aerospace History
December 1 — Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum Guggenheim Fellowship
December 1 — Shelby Cullom Davis Center for Historical Studies
Rolling deadline — University of Florida Samuel Proctor Oral History Program Julian Pleasants Travel Award
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Rolling deadline — The Huntington Dibner Program in the History of Science

Religion
August 1 — American Academy of Religion Individual and Collaborative Grants
October 1 — Harvard University Divinity School Women’s Studies in Religion Research Associates
October 31 — Institute for Research in the Humanities at University of Wisconsin at Madison Kingdon Fellowships

Education
July 6 — William T. Grant Foundation William T. Grant Scholars Program
August 1 — Brady Education Foundation Grants
August 4 — National Science Foundation Improving Undergraduate STEM Education: Education and Human Resources
August 14 — National Science Foundation Innovative Technology Experiences for Students and Teachers (ITEST)
September 15 — George Eckert Institute Library Fellowship Programme
September 25 — American Educational Research Association Research Grants
September 30 — Horne Family Foundation
October 15 — National Education Association Foundation Learning and Leadership Grants
October 22 — Consortium for Applied Studies in Jewish Education Small Grants Program
November 1 — Spencer Foundation Small Research Grants
November 1 — National Council of Teachers in Mathematics Pre-K-6 Classroom Research
November 6 — Center for Ethics & Education Research Grants
November 20 — National Academy of Education/Spencer Postdoctoral Fellowship Program
November 30 — AccessLex Institute/Association for Institutional Research Grants
December 1 — Brady Education Foundation Grants
December 4 — Spencer Foundation Conference Grants
Rolling deadline — Cornell Douglas Foundation Grants
Various — Institute of Education Science Research Grants

Social Sciences
General Interest and Cross Disciplinary
July 15 — The Leakey Foundation Research Grants
July 15 — National Science Foundation Linguistics
August 1 — National Science Foundation Perception, Action & Cognition
August 1 — The Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation Research Grants
August 18 — National Science Foundation Decision, Risk and Management Sciences
August 18 — National Science Foundation Economics
August 21 — Russell Sage Foundation Computational Social Science
August 21 — Russell Sage Foundation Behavioral Economics
August 21 — Russell Sage Foundation Future of Work
September 1 — Social Science Research Council Abe Fellowships
September 3 — National Science Foundation Science of Organizations
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September 14—Harvard University Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study Fellowship Programs (Individual Applicants)
September 15—Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation Research Travel Grants Program
September 30—European University Institute Fernand Braudel Senior Fellowship
October 1—Kellogg Institute for International Studies Visiting Fellowship
October 1—Truman (Harry S.) Library Institute
October 1—Woodrow Wilson Center Fellowships
October 15—Institute for Advanced Study School of Historical Studies
October 18—European University Institute Max Weber Programme for Postdoctoral Studies Fellowship
October 22—National Endowment for Democracy Reagan-Fascell Democracy Fellowship
October 31—Council on Foreign Relations International Affairs Fellowship
October 31—Council on Foreign Relations International Affairs Fellowship for Tenured International Relations Scholars
November 1—Institute for Advanced Study School of Social Science
November 4—School for Advanced Research Residential Scholars
November 20—Soros Justice Fellowships
November 26—Russell Sage Foundation Behavioral Economics
November 26—Russell Sage Foundation Future of Work
November 30—AccessLex Institute/Association for Institutional Research Grants
December 9—Columbia Journalism School J. Anthony Lukas Work-in-Progress Award
December 31—Rutgers University, The Louis O. Kelso Fellowships
Rolling deadline—Congressional Budget Office Visiting Scholar
Rolling deadline—Smith Richardson Foundation Grants

Anthropology and Archeology
July 15—The Leakey Foundation Research Grants
July 20—National Science Foundation Biological Anthropology
July 20—National Science Foundation Biological Anthropology
November 1—Archaeological Institute of America Archaeology of Portugal Fellowships
November 1—Archaeological Institute of America The Ellen and Charles Steinmetz Endowment Fund for Archaeology
November 1—Archaeological Institute of America Olivia James Traveling Fellowship
November 1—Archaeological Institute of America Publications Subvention Program
November 1—Archaeological Institute of America Julie Herzig Desnick Endowment Fund for Archaeological Field Surveys
November 1—Archaeological Institute of America The Kathleen and David Boochever Endowment Fund for Fieldwork and Scientific Analyses
November 1—Archaeological Institute of America Helen M. Woodruff Fellowship of the AIA and the American Academy in Rome
November 1—Archaeological Institute of America Harriet and Leon Pomerance Fellowship
November 1—Archaeological Institute of America Samuel H. Kress Grant for Research and Publication in Classical Art and Architecture
November 1—Wenner-Gren Foundation Post-Ph.D. Research Grants
December 6—The Classical Association of the Middle West and South Faculty-Undergraduate Collaborative Research Projects
Rolling—National Science Foundation High-Risk Research in Biological Anthropology and Archaeology
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(among others related to Archaeology and Achaeometry)

**Political Science**
- August 15—National Science Foundation Political Science
- October 1—Kettering Foundation Katherine W. Fanning Residency in Journalism and Democracy
- November 29—Barry Amiel & Norman Melburn Trust Grants
- Rolling deadline—Baylor Collections of Political Materials Dowdy Research Grant
- Various —American Political Science Association Award

**Sociology**
- July 15—National Science Foundation Social Psychology
- August 15—National Science Foundation Sociology
- August 16—Sociological Initiatives Foundation
- December 15—American Sociological Association Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline

**Language and Area Studies**
- July 15—The Leakey Foundation Research Grants
- September 1—Association for Asian Studies First Book Subvention Program
- September 15—Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange Publication Subsidies
- September 15—Sultan Qaboos Cultural Center’s Research Fellowship
- September 30—Wilson Center Kennan Institute Title VIII Short-Term Grants
- October 1—American Councils Research Title VIII Research Scholar Program in Eastern Europe
- October 1—Association for Asian Studies Northeast Asia Council Japan Studies Grants
- October 1—Association for Asian Studies Northeast Asia Council Korean Studies Grants
- October 1—International Institute for Asian Studies Fellowship
- October 15—Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange Scholar Grants
- October 31—Belgian American Educational Foundation Fellowships
- November 1—American-Scandinavian Foundation Fellowships/Grants to Study in Scandinavia
- November 6—Henry Luce Foundation/American Council of Learned Societies Program in China Studies Fellowships and Grants
- November 7—Asian Cultural Council Individual Fellowship Program
- November 7—American Schools of Oriental Research Mesopotamian Fellowship
- November 8—American Council of Learned Societies Comparative Perspectives on Chinese Culture and Society
- November 13—The Robert H. N. Ho Family Foundation Program in Buddhist Studies/The American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) Fellowships and Grants
- November 15—American Institute of Indian Studies Research & Senior Scholarly/Professional Development Fellowships
- November 26—Russell Sage Foundation Behavioral Economics
- December 1—American Institute for Sri Lankan Studies Fellowship Program
- December 16—Venetian Research Program for Individual Scholars
- December 16—Venetian Research Program for Individual Scholars
- Rolling deadline—Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies Grant for Book-length Monographs in Chinese Buddhism
Deadlines Reminders (cont’d)

Rolling deadline—Columbia University European Institute Faculty Research Grants
Rolling deadline—Columbia University Institute of Latin American Studies FT Faculty Research Grants
Rolling deadline—Japan Foundation Grant for Japanese Studies
Rolling deadline—Japan Foundation Grant for Art and Culture
Various—Harriman Center at Columbia University Faculty Research Support

STEM

General Interest and Cross Disciplinary
June 25—National Institutes of Health Academic Research Enhancement Award (AREA) R15 Grants
July 10—Organic Farming Research Foundation Grants for For Researchers
July 19—National Science Foundation Career Awards Biological Sciences, Computer & Information Science & Engineering, Education & Human Resources
July 20—National Science Foundation Career Awards Geoscience, Mathematics, Social, Behavioral & Economic Sciences
August 1—AAAS Early Career Award for Public Engagement with Science
August 1—Henry Luce Foundation Clare Booth Luce Program
August 3—National Science Foundation Opportunities for Promoting Understanding through Synthesis (OPUS)
August 3—Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation Young Investigators Program
August 31—Engineering Information Foundation Women in Engineering Grant Program
September 5—National Science Foundation Mathematical Biology
September 15—The Eppley Foundation for Research
September 15—Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Research Fellowship Program
September 17—National Science Foundation Dynamics of Coupled Natural and Human Systems Program
September 25—Johnson & Johnson WiSTEM2D Scholars
September 25—National Institutes of Health P-Series, R18, U18, R25
September 26—National Institutes of Health Implementation and Evaluation of New Health Information Technology (IT) Strategies for Collecting and Using Patient-Reported Outcome (PRO) Measures (U18)
September 27—Searle Scholars Program
September 28—Columbia Center for Science and Society Course Development in Science and Society
September 30—Google Faculty Research Grant
October 1—Sigma Xi Research Grants
October 1—Whitehall Foundation Grants-in-Aid and Research Grants
October 3—National Science Foundation EHR Core Research (ECR)
October 4—Harvard University Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study Fellowship Programs (Individual Applicants)
October 15—AAAS Early Career Award for Public Engagement with Science
October 25—Columbia Science and Society Seed Grants
October 21—Columbia University Research Initiatives in Science and Engineering
October 31—National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine Jefferson Science Fellowship
November 1—Smithsonian Mpala Postdoctoral Fellowship
November 1—National Radio Astronomy Observatory Jansky Fellowship
November 1—W. M. Keck Foundation Research Program
November 1—Kinship Conservation Fellows
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November 4 — Pershing Square Sohn Cancer Research Society Prize for Young Investigators in Cancer Research

November 5 — Department of the Interior Fish and Wildlife Service — Neotropical Migratory Bird Conservation Act Grants

November 6 — National Science Foundation Advancing Informal STEM Learning

November 13 — Blavatnik Family Foundation US National Awards

November 20 — National Science Foundation/Intel Partnership on Foundational Microarchitecture Research

December 17 — National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine Postdoctoral Fellowships

Rolling — The Franklin Institute Benjamin Franklin Medal

Rolling — National Speleological Society Research Grants

**Biology and Earth Science**

July 1 — National Speleological Society Int’l Exploration Grants

July 20 — National Science Foundation Biological Anthropology

August 3 — National Science Foundation Opportunities for Promoting Understanding through Synthesis (OPUS)

August 15 — Sarah de Coizart Article Tenth Perpetual Charitable Trust grants

September 7 — The Nature Conservancy NatureNet Science Fellow Program

September 9 — National Science Foundation Division of Earth Sciences Postdoctoral Fellowships

October 1 — International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Mid-Career Research Fellowships

October 20 — National Science Foundation Paleo Perspectives on Climate Change

Rolling — National Speleological Society Research Grants

Rolling — National Science Foundation Environmental Biology

Rolling — National Science Foundation Long Term Research in Environmental Biology

**Chemistry**

Active funding opportunities for Chemistry from the National Science Foundation can be found [here](#).

September 30 — National Science Foundation Division of Chemistry: Disciplinary Research Programs (CHE-DRP)

October 16 — National Science Foundation Centers for Chemical Innovation (CCI)

October 31 — National Science Foundation Division of Chemistry: Disciplinary Research Programs (CHE-DRP)

November 1 — American Chemical Associations/The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation – Award for Encouraging Women into Careers in the Chemical Sciences

December 31 — American Association for Clinical Chemistry Outstanding Scientific Achievement Awards

Rolling deadline — American Chemical Society Community Recognition Grants

Rolling deadline — Chemical Heritage Foundation Travel Grants

**Engineering**

July 16 — National Science Foundation Career Awards -- Engineering

August 31 — Engineering Information Foundation Women in Engineering Grant Program

September 15 — National Science Foundation Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering Division of Mathematical Sciences

October 15 — National Science Foundation Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering Division of Materials Research
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October 31 — National Science Foundation Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering
Division of Chemistry, Chemical Measurement and Imaging
November 15 — National Science Foundation Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering
Division of Astronomical Sciences
December 5 — National Science Foundation Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering
Division of Physics

Health and Medicine
July 1 — John and Polly Sparks Foundation
November 4 — Pershing Square Sohn Prize for Young Investigators in Cancer Research
November 6 — Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Health Policy Fellows
November 20 — National Science Foundation Ecology and Evolution of Infectious Diseases
Rolling deadline — Robert Wood Johnson Evidence for Action (E4A): Investigator-Initiated Research to
Build a Culture of Health

Mathematics and Physics
August 9 — National Science Foundation Research Training Groups in the Mathematical Sciences
September 15 — National Science Foundation Computational and Data-Enabled Science and
Engineering in Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (CDS&E-MSS)
September 22 — National Science Foundation Combinatorics
September 22 — National Science Foundation Foundations
September 25 — National Science Foundation Probability
September 26 — Simons Foundation Fellows Program
October 1 — National Science Foundation Division of Mathematical Sciences Analysis Program
September 15 — National Science Foundation Computational and Data-Enabled Science and
Engineering in Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (CDS&E-MSS)
September 22 — National Science Foundation Combinatorics
September 22 — National Science Foundation Foundations
September 25 — National Science Foundation Probability
September 26 — Simons Foundation Fellows Program
November 1 — Institute for Advanced Study Park City Mathematics Institute Summer Research Session
November 4 — NASA Hubble Fellowship Program
November 15 — National Science Foundation Astronomy and Astrophysics Grants
November 27 — National Science Foundation Division of Physics Investigator-Initiated Research Projects
December 15 — Gruber Foundation Cosmology Prize
December 15 — American Physical Society Congressional Science Fellowships
Rolling deadline — National Science Foundation Conferences and Workshops in the Mathematical
Sciences
Rolling deadline — Simons Foundation Targeted Grants in Mathematics and Physical Sciences
Various — American Psychological Society Fellows

Psychology and Neuroscience
July 15 — National Science Foundation Developmental Science
July 15 — American Psychological Foundation APA Travel Grants for US Psychologists to Attend
International Conferences
August 13 — National Science Foundation Cognitive Neuroscience
August 15 — American Psychiatric Association Kempf Fund Award
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September 15—American Psychological Foundation Dr. Rosalee G. Weiss Lecture for Outstanding Leaders in Psychology
September 30—American Psychological Foundation Walfish Grants Program
October 1—Society for the Teaching of Psychology Conference Speak Grant Program
October 1—American Psychological Foundation Lizette Peterson-Homer Injury Prevention Grant
October 4—Society of Biological Psychiatry Travel Fellowship Award
November 1—Society for the Teaching of Psychology STP Early Career Travel Grant Program
November 1—Society for the Teaching of Psychology Partnerships Small Grant Program
November 1—American Psychological Foundation Carmi Harari Early and Mid-Career Awards
November 1—STP Partnerships Small Grant Program
November 1—Society for the Teaching of Psychology Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) Research Grant
November 15—American Psychological Foundation APA Travel Grants for US Psychologists to Attend International Conferences
November 25—National Science Foundation Collaborative Research in Computational Neuroscience
December 1—Austen Riggs Center Erikson Scholar Program
December 2—McKnight Foundation Technological Innovations in Neuroscience
December 15—Gruber Foundation Neuroscience Prize
December 31—American Psychological Foundation Pearson Early Career Grant

Library Science

September 1—Institute of Museum and Library services National Leadership Grants for Libraries
September 15—OCLA/ALISE Library and Information Science Research Grant Program
September 27—Institute of Museum and Library services National Leadership Grants for Libraries
Rolling—International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives Research Grants